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ABSTRACT

With the help of silicon industry microfluidic processors were invented utilizing nano membrane valves, pumps and mi-

croreactors. These so called lab-on-a-chips combined together with molecular computing create molecular-systems-on-

a-chips. This work presents a new approach to implementation of molecular inference systems. It requires the unique

representation of signals by DNA molecules. The main part of this work includes the concept of logic gates based on

typical genetic engineering reactions. The presented method allows for constructing logic gates with many inputs and for

executing them at the same quantity of elementary operations, regardless of a number of input signals. Every microreactor

of the lab-on-a-chip performs one unique operation on input molecules and can be connected by dataflow output-input

connections to other ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent research results rise a hope for very great miniaturization in the field of numerous molecular electronic devices.

A single electronic gate would be like a chemical macromolecule. These devices could be interfaces between silicon

circuits and molecular intelligent databases similar to human brains. The lab-on-chip technology is also very promising in

sequencing, and analizing data on molecular level.

The idea of molecular-systems-on-a-chips was first introduced by McCaskill [1, 2]. He used the miniaturization lab-

on-a-chip methodology to solve in microreactors computational problems, which were previously computed in genetic

engineering laboratory tubes [3–5].

Molecules e.g. DNA oligonucleotides carry information, and chemical reactions are like computing processes. Se-

quences of such processes are called DNA computing algorithms. DNA Computing research scientists focus on imple-

menting algorithms solving not only NP-complete problems (nondeterministic-polynomial-time), but also executing logic

gates and inference rules [6–13], adding binary numbers [14–21], constructing nanodevices (nanoscissors, tic-tac-toe au-

tomatons, nanorobots, nanotile assembly) in molecule nanoassembly process [22–28], implementing computation on the

molecular surfaces [29–31].

McCaskill works [1, 2] started research and discussions, whether this joint technology is viable alternative to computers

based on silicon electronics (very advanced, but with technology limits) and to molecular computers based on chemical

reactions (in embryonic state, but with unknown and very promising future based on miniaturization and massive paral-

lelism) [32, 33].

In this paper we propose a new approach to dataflow logic systems designed for a lab-on-a-chip methodology.
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Figure 1. On the left: ligation of A and B oligos in the presence of hybridized third complementary one - C. On the right: the extension

of primers’ 3’ ends in the process of PCR

Figure 2. The microfluidic processor with valves, pumps, inputs and eigth capture chambers: A−H

Figure 3. On the right the input solution flow. On the left the cycle flow in the microfluidic processor.

2. DNA COMPUTATION SYSTEMS

Molecules could be used as memory. Kashiwamura, Yamamoto, Kameda, Shiba, and Ohuchi described the memory based

on nasted PCR in [34]. The paper [23] shows a possibility of building associative memory based on DNA strands. The

method for suppressing DNA fragment amplification during PCR was used. Experimental construction of a very large

scale DNA database is presented in [35]. Mills, Yurke, Platzman in [36] described a particular set of DNA operations to

effect the interconversion of electrical and DNA data and to represent the Hopfield associative memory. This new type

of DNA computing has the possible advantage of being fault tolerant and thus more immune to DNA hybridization errors

than a Boolean DNA computer.

The molecule flow in mixtures can be automated within general-purpose DNA computers. McCaskill papers e.g. [1]

described the microreactors implemented "in silico" with very small reaction nano chambers and input, output nanochan-

nels. They could do make graph optimization on molecular level. Amenyo [37] showed that all proposed DNA computing

algorithms can be run on parallel computer architectures configured from trellis/lattice banks, filter banks and switching

banks. Thus, DNA computation can be re-interpreted as dataflow (or signal flow) networks and subject to conventional



Figure 4. Molecular AND gate X1 ∧X2 ∧X3 ⇒Y

treatment.

The Warsaw research group in [23] described the finite state automaton based on PCR. This method is used for analyze

DNA molecules whether they are described by specified regular expression. Presented ideas are confirmed by experi-

ment performed in genetic engineering laboratory. Benenson, Paz-Elizur, Adar, Keinan, Livneh, and Shapiro [38] reported

development of a programmable ’finite automaton’, using a restriction nucleaseand ligase as hardware and software con-

sisting of transition rules encoded by DNA. Komiya, Sakamoto, Gouzo, Yokoyama, Arita, Nishikawa, and Hagiya [39]

showed that a single-stranded DNA can serve as an independent machine by using a solid support technique in three ex-

perimental achievements in computation model based on ‘whiplash’ reactions, while Garzon, Gao, Rose, Murphy, Deaton,

Franceschetti, and Stevens [40] used a ligation-based approach for in-vitro implementation of finite-state machines, which

requires sequential input feed and different molecules for different machines. In their second implementation not based on

ligation transitions are represented by reusable molecules and the input, coded as a molecule, can be introduced at once.

Molecules can exchange messages with each other. In paper [23] a new technique of sending data between molecular

processors is presented. Its computation results have to be sent to other units in the form of addressed messages - tokens.

3. MOLECULAR LOGIC SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATIONS

Ogihara and Ray [9] first demonstrated that DNA computers can simulate Boolean circuits. Klein, Leete and Rubin [41]

created universal three input logic gate based on PCR. Amos and Dunne [6] described the abstract model and its own

laboratory implementation. Hagiya et al [10] designed one molecule DNA computer with data and operations on one DNA

strand. Computation of logic function satisfiability was driven by PCR reaction. Wa̧siewicz [11, 13] also proposed the

evolutionary programming of logic function graphs, the evaluation of which is based on PCR.



Figure 5. Molecular OR gate X1 ∨X2 ∨X3 ⇒Y

Surface-based methods were presented by Liu, Smith and their research group [29–31]. Complex combinatorial mix-

tures of DNA molecules encoding all possible answers to a computational problem were synthesized and attached to the

surface of a solid support, especially designed for executing logic gates.

4. DNA MOLECULES AND OPERATIONS ON THEM

A double helix of DNA is made from two single strands of DNA oriented in opposite directions e.g. T = AT GC and

T = TACG, each of which has two different ends 5’, 3’ and is a chain of four nucleotides Adenine, Thymine, Cytosine,

Guanine denoted by the symbols A, T, C, and G, respectively, due to hybridization (annealing) reaction, because A is

complementary with T, and C is complementary with G.

Oligonucleotides may connect with each other during concatenation process called ligation L to form longer DNA

chains [42] as is described in Fig. 1 on the left. In order to amplify a target between predefined sequences (primers) a

cycle of annealing-melting-extension operations, called Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), is utilized with the help of free

nucleotides and DNA polymerase which duplicates DNA by adding complementary nucleotides to 3’ ends of primers as is

depicted in Fig. 1 on the right. One class of enzymes, called restriction endonucleases, recognize a specific short sequence

of DNA, known as a restriction site and cut any double-stranded DNA at that location (an operation R). Exonucleases can

degrade DNA molecules from the ends in (operation S).

Genetic operations driven by enzymes, heating and cooling, DNA sequence and a model make computation possible.

5. MOLECULAR-SYSTEMS-ON-A-CHIP

Significant progress has recently been made in microfluid devices utilizing nano membrane valves, pumps and microre-

actors. These devices are fabricated on silicon wafers using conventional photolithography. By combining lab-on-a-chips



Figure 6. A lab-on-a-chip scheme

with DNA computing evolves a new area of research so called molecular systems-on-a-chip [1, 2, 32, 33].

A McCaskill’s on-chip system for serial capture and release of DNA made of H-shaped channel junctions called "se-

lective transfer modules" was a prototype [1] of actual microluidic DNA computers. One of two neighboring channels

contains input DNA in hybridization buffer and the other contains an alkaline solution with the high pH. Despite the DNA

and alkaline streams contacting each other the laminar flow profile limits cross-contamination between the streams. Mag-

netic beads derivatized with capture oligonucleotides are held by an external magnet in DNA input stream. After capturing

DNA strings with correct, perfectly complementary sequence of nucleotides, the beads are transferred magnetically into

the alkaline stream, where the high pH destabilizes the DNA duplexes and releases the captured DNA into the alkaline

stream downstream mixing with fresh hybridization buffer neutralizes the alkaline and makes selected DNA ready for ad-

ditional capture/release steps. After a series of capture/release steps the remaining DNA represents the correct solution.

Initial population encoding all possible answers to the given problem was processed in a single pass through the transfer

modules. The most complex DNA computation performed to date was solved using 300 base pair input DNA containing

constant 15-base sequences for each of 20-binary bits [4].

Although new solutions of not very good efficiency were proposed e.g. "negative selection", where the alkaline streams

are removed, only an invention of monolithic elastomer membrane valves and pumps suitable for large-scale integration

into glass microfluidic analysis devices gave a chance to improve capture efficiency, to reduce hybridization time from

typical 4 hours to minutes and replace constant multi-base capture sequences with single nucleotides. The air or fluid

driven pumps and valves enables programmable autonomous solution flow and mixing in closed channel sectors [32, 43].

Now is it possible to reuse the same channel several times utilizing different reactions every time. Solution with information

can be cycled, processed and stored in separated channels.

An exemplary microfluidic processor [32] is described in Fig. 2. It has eight reaction chambers containing magnetic

beads with capture oligos. Chambers can be open and closed at both sides with the help of microvalves. Pumps in the

middle makes solution flow. An input DNA flow is shown on the left in Fig. 3. After capturing of input signals in the



G chamber, valves near B chamber are closed and solution can flow from the G chamber to the B chamber, where it is

captured by other DNA oligos on the beads. After a series of capture/release operatons the correct solution remains in the

final chamber. All pumps and valves can be controlled by a computer program [43].

6. THE ON-A-CHIP INFERENCE SYSTEM

A signal is represented by a DNA string called an oligo, an oligonucleotide, a strand, a DNA fragment. In [41] a signal

equal to 0 is also a DNA string and all permutations of zero and one input signals are encoded in DNA molecules together

with zero and one output signals. In our approach a signal equal to zero is absent. It simplifies process of encoding gates

(one molecule per one gate, not all input signal value permutations in many one gate copies, therefore much more material

to encode many input signals), but it enables only AND gates and OR gates.

Signals can be formed in a line [44]. In the process of concatenation L all input signals X1,X2,X3 have to be present

this means equal to one in order to create a single string containing start and YANDOR DNA fragments. In the next PCR

process of extending an added in surplus primer start this line string is necessary for amplification to proceed up to its end

as is depicted in Fig. 4. In the process of selection G e.g. in electrophoresis or by magnetic beads the all new generated

strings with the builtin start primer are separated. The resulting strings can hybridize with a string Y and in the next

PCR operation the same line string from previous operations is extended, but the string Y remains the same e.g. it can

be achieved by encoding a line string with only three nucleotides and making PCR only in the presence of these three

nucleotides. The S operation degrades single strings and after a restriction enzyme process cutting between sectors Y and

YANDOR the output signal Y is obtained.

The mentioned line string can be an OR gate molecule waiting for any input signal as a primer (Fig. 5). There is no

start primer in the OR gate and there is no standard signal representation in the AND gate and this is the end of differences

between molecular OR and AND gates as is shown in a microfluidic processor scheme (Fig. 6), where every microreactor

is connected with one molecular operation. The single output string Y flows to OR gates and the Y flows to the AND gates.

Execution is possible for only one type of gates at one cycle in this MSOC. This is the inference process of rules made of

molecular premises and conclusions. After some cycles molecular solution will be obtained in a final chamber.

7. SUMMARY

From fundamental self-assembly of basic elements, new logic systems could emerge through implementing information

techniques among others inference systems, neural structures, binary operations [19–21] on nano scale. A gap between

implementation and theory of computer science should be omitted in the mentioned way leading to new architectures of

based on polimers or peptides specialized processors computing huge data amounts.

In future, in one reaction chamber the modified polymerase can lengthen appropriate primers for many cycles and

nanodevices can be created one layer over another one without unwanted polymerase side effects.

With latest achievements it would be possible to invent new paradigms, more effective algorithms and with a help

of all previous methods to make autonomous biomachines, which can contain even living cells as processing units with

implemented selfmodification.

Enzymes drive molecular computation processes and these processes can change their properties. Information data can

circulate much longer. Of course, quicker process should be achieved in vivo or in synthesized living cells, but it is beyond

present technological limits.

In further research original nanoconstruction systems with the help of modified enzymes should be proposed.
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